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Summary 
 

 ES G12 acc. EuroCup 

Place 
SRC Bannewitz, Windbergstraße 45, 

01728 Bannewitz 

Practise 
SA, 03.09.      approx. 19:00 – 24:00 

SO, 04.09.      08:00 – 10:30 

Inspection SO, 04.09.      10:15 -10:45 

Qualification SO, 04.09.      10:45 -11:30 

Race SO, 04.09.      11:30 -15:30 

Chassis open 

Ground clearance min. 0.5 mm 

Overall width 83 mm 

Bodies According EuroCup rules 2016 

Motor X-12 with ceramic magnets 

Gear open 

Race modus 
Qualification: 1 min. 

Final: 6 x 5 min. 

Entry fee 15,- € 

 

Registration please latest until 12. August 2016 to Michael Wolf 

Tel.: 0151/51957306,  

per E-Mail: mmw.wolf@web.de or at Facebook: SRC Bannewitz e.V. 
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Rules: 

 

A)  Technical car inspection  
 

Every car for the race must be checked by the technical car inspection.  

If the car is ok, the chassis and the body will be marked by the technical inspector and the 

car remains in the parc fermé. 

The cars have to be complaint with the rules at every time of the race. 

Only chassis and bodies which were marked before the qualifying are permitted for the 

race. Cars without markings will be disqualified. 

Before and after the racing heats the cars can be checked by the technical inspector. After 

the last inspection the cars going to the parc fermé and are free after the race. 

If there is a discrepancy only the race direction decides what to do. This decision is 

obligatory. 

 

 

B) Race 

 

The Track is prepared with spray glue. Only the race direction can change these conditions. 

Before race, during warm-up, during lane change time and during the race service and 

repair on the car is allowed. Changing the marked pieces (chassis and body) is not allowed. 

 

 

C) Stopping the race 

 

A marshal or driver can call „Track“ or “Stop” to stop the race, if the car is not available to 

the marshal (inside or under the track and inside marked areas), the car is in another lane 

or there is a defect on the track.  

Areas were a „Track“ or “Stop” call is allowed are marked on the track and will be explained 

by the race director before the race. 

The race director can decide about additional stops, but this should be limited to a 

minimum. 

“Track“ or “Stop” calls without any reason will be punished by the racing director with a 

warning. In case of a recurrence 3 laps will be deducted. 

 

 

D) Qualification 

 

The qualification will be run on a lane decided by the race direction after the practise.  

Each racer is driving one minute for the most laps and meters.  
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E) Final 

 

The classification of drivers in the groups is following the ranking of the qualification.  

The race will start with the group with the least laps. If there are not enough drivers to fill 

all groups, the groups with the least laps are the groups with the least drivers. The 

classification will be decided by the race direction.  

The planned race time is 5 min. every driver on every lane. Lane change time is 2 min.  

The lane change takes place in following order: 1, 3, 5, 6, 4, 2. 

The Ranking is based on the driven laps and meters. By equality decides the qualification 

result. 

The shown laps are decisive. In case the lap counter is not working at one lane, the average 

of all correct counted lanes from that driver will be counted for the faulty lane. 

 

 

F) Marshalls 

 

Qualification: The marshalling order is reversed to the starting order. 

The changing of the marshals is decided by the race direction.  

Final: The fastest group is marshalling the slowest group. 

After the first run the finished group is marshalling the next group and so on. 

 

 

G) Warning/penalty 

 

In case of recurrence of a caution by unsportsmanlike behaviour 10 Rounds will be 

deducted.  

If the ground clearance at any time during the race is less then 0.5 mm 15 Rounds will be 

deducted. The car will be taken from the track. After the restart of the race the driver can 

rebuilt the car according to the rules and then he can continue the race. 

A driver will be disqualified from the race if he shows heavy unsportsmanlike behaviour, if 

he changes body or chassis after technical inspection or if he works against the rules. 

 

 

H) Protest 
 

Protests can be addressed to the race director latest until 5 minutes after the end of race 

against a deposit of15 €. The decision is made by the race director and organizer.  

In case the protest is justified the money will be given back. In case the protest is denied 

the money will go to the organizer. 
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I) General technical rules 

 

Body 
 

There are max. two completely equal bodies allowed. Modifications on the bodies are not 

allowed (only reinforcements inside the body dimensions are allowed). The body fixings 

(pin heads) may be outside the width limit. 

The body must have two numbers (well visible). The whole body must be coloured opaque. 

The windscreens and windows have to be clear. 

The driver figure must be in the body, must be three-dimensionally and coloured. 

The body must cover the complete car. No piece of chassis or motor shall be visible from 

the top of the car (also by looking through the windscreens). 

The wheels (front and rear) have to be visible on their whole diameter, the body must be 

cut out for rear wheels and can be cut out for front wheels. Stickers may be used instead 

as front wheels. Stickers must be placed in correct body positions on the body. 

Dimensions of body according to EuroCup rules 2016 

(http://eurocup.attanslot.cz/rulebook) 

 

 

Chassis 

 

Only by the technical inspection marked chassis have to be used in the qualifying and race. 

Changing is not allowed. Only one guide blade mounted on the chassis is allowed. 

Front wheels must rotate and are mounted on an angle of 90° (+ -10°) with the track. 

All tyres must be black. 
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Dimensions 

 

All dimensions will be measured with the car on the tech block. 

Only the measurement equipment of the racing direction will be used for technical 

inspection. 

Max width excluding body pins and tape    max. 83 mm 

Min front wheel diameter       min. 12.7 mm 

Tire width         free 

Min ground clearance under rear axle  

at the start and during the whole race    min. 0.5 mm  

Rear axle diameter        min. 2.38 mm (3/32“) 

Max height at rear wing       max. 38 mm 

Guide length        max. 27 mm 

 

 

Motor / Gearing 

 

Motor C-Can (original dimensions)  

Magnets full-size-ceramic (Quad- or Six-mag allowed but full-size) 

Armature group 12 (must be tagged), (not C12!) 

Max. diameter 0.518“ 

Mixing of different parts of C-Can allowed 

Endbell (C-CAN) all suppliers (aluminium endbell allowed) 

Brush hoods, brushes, springs, shunts free 

Endbell, can and magnet may be ground to provide axle clearance and position inside 

chassis. 

Ball-bearing allowed. 

 

 

Controller 

 

Only controllers without internal or external power supplies or equipment to increase the 

power are allowed.  
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How to find us: 

 

Address: SRC-Bannewitz (inside of Kompressorenbau Bannewitz) 

   Windbergstraße 45  

   01728 Bannewitz   

 

From direction Chemnitz/ Leipzig/ Berlin:  

A4 � Kreuz Dresden-West� A17� Direction Prag � Exit Dresden-

Südvorstadt/Bannewitz � right on B170 � Bannewitz  

 

From direction Prague:  

A17� Direction Dresden � Exit Dresden-Südvorstadt/Bannewitz � right on 

B170 � Bannewitz  

 

At Autozentrum Bannewitz right � 300m on Windbergstraße until parking place 

between Kindergarten and Kompressorenbau Bannewitz 

 (Nr. 45, left) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accomodation:  

 

see www.Bannewitz.de � Touristservice � Unterkünfte 
 

A 17 

Dresden 

SRC 

P 

McDonald’s 

OBI / real,- 

Prag B170 

/ E55 

Windbergstraße 

Autozentrum Bannewitz 

Remmi-Demmi 


